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“13 Palestinians of Syria refugees are still detained at Al 

Wardeya Tunisian police station” 

 

 
 

 A Palestinian was killed under torture at the Syrian security 

prisons. 

 Heavy shelling targeted Dara’a camp for Palestinian refugees in 

southern Syria. 

 Khan Dannoun camp in Damascus was targeted with a number of 

shells. 

 People of the Yarmouk camp eat the vegetables they plant. 
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Victims 

After the arrest that lasted for several Months “Moussa Abu Issa “, from 

Yarmouk camp, was killed under torture in the Syrian regime prisons. 

 

Recent Updates 

Heavy shelling on Dara’a camp for Palestinian refugees in southern 

Syria, targeted different areas and neighboring villages yesterday 

evening, causing significant damage to civilian homes, as military actions 

escalated in the camp lately. Explosions were heard yesterday in Khan 

Dannoun camp for Palestinian refugees in Damascus, resulted from the 

bombing of one of the towns surrounding the camp. Large quantities of 

aid resumed yesterday at the Yarmouk refugee camp in Damascus, in the 

other side, aid was distributed to residents trapped for more than ten 

months, coinciding with taking out a number of humanitarian cases from 

the camp. 

 
Distribution of aid in the Yarmouk refugee camp 

Tunisia 

About "13" Palestinian refugees still detained at Al Wardeya Tunisian 

police station, where they were detained for nearly a month and a half, 

on charges of entering the country illegally. The Action Group demanded 
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to release of those arrested and treat them like other refugees, 

considering resolutions and international laws related to the treatment of 

wars refugees. 

 

Release 

After the arrest that lasted for more than 4 months, “Yassin Louay 

Salaymeh” from Al A’aden camp in Homs, was released yesterday. 

 

Civil Work Committees 

Farmers of “Charity Organization” for relief of Palestinian people 

started to distribute amount of squash to some families in the Yarmouk 

refugee camp, as a part of the project “Land Reclamation”, which the 

organization worked to implement it in the camp. 

It is noteworthy that many of the relief agencies working in the Yarmouk 

refugee camp tended to land reclamation and cultivation, in an effort to 

alleviate the consequences of the siege imposed on the camp for more 

than a year. 

 
Reclaim spaces in the Yarmouk refugee camp 
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Meanwhile, on the occasion of the end of the school year, the honoring 

ceremony of the education cadre and students of Jarmaq alternative 

school in the Yarmouk camp was held yesterday. The students and 

teachers were honored for what they have made of great efforts, 

especially in the light o f the lack of Systematic study conditions and the 

deterioration in the security and living situation which the camp has been 

through. 


